Crew Returns To Pre-War Program In Coming Season

Turnouts For Spring Practice To Commence Monday, January 14.

The first time in four years, crew will resume its peacetime schedule with narrower margins required. Tech is scheduled to row against eight colleges in the coming season. The eight boats which the men will row against have been selected in order to give the teams a chance to row against some of the best men of the country.

Crew chief Bill Casey, a consistent winner both indoors and outdoors, is expected to improve on several events. Captain Bill Casey, a consistent winner both indoors and outdoors, is expected to improve on several events.

In Coming Season

Swimming Team To Meet U.S.C.G.

A composite crew from the Royal Nautical Academy has been scheduled to meet with the U.S. Coast Guard Academy at 2:30 P.M. in the Alumni Pool. The varsity will be composed of the members of the crew which rowed in the Charles Bridge this season. Two members of the Crew have been selected to row on the second team, which will participate in the second round of the competition.

People

Beaver Team Loses To Harvard, Brown, Welland and Murphy

Fighting harder than he has all season, the Tech quintet successfully stopped its second game to invade Harvard last Saturday night. Although Harvard led throughout the contest and had a 14 to 15 margin at the final gun, the Techmen countered with a 9-4 advantage to get the last three points, 13-8.

Welland and Murphy starred for the team. Despite the indication of the game, the Tech quintet nonetheless enjoyed a victory.

Winners and Losers

The winning team was led by Bob Knowles, a returning veteran who can be proud of his efforts. The opposite team was led by Captain Ted Heuchling and Wright in the number five spot.
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